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A core principle of finance is the tradeoff between risk and return. The higher the risk, the greater the potential 
return. Given this concept, investors may assume that equity indexes offering high yields must comprise 
of companies with weak balance sheets and low credit ratings, implying lower quality and higher risk. The 
credit quality of companies in Alerian and S-Network income indexes may be a positive surprise to investors 
who equate higher yields with low quality constituents. Specifically, this piece looks at the representation 
of companies with investment-grade credit ratings in select Alerian energy infrastructure indexes and the 
S-Network Sector Dividend Dogs Index (SDOGX). 

Within the Alerian energy infrastructure index suite, companies with investment-grade credit ratings represent 
approximately 57% of MLP indexes by weighting and upwards of 80% for broad midstream indexes as shown in 
the table below. The Alerian Midstream Energy Dividend Index (AEDW) has the highest weighting of investment-
grade companies at just over 84%. Because the index is dividend weighted, it also boasts the highest yield 
among the midstream indexes that include both MLPs and corporations. MLPs have typically provided higher 
yields than midstream corporations in part because they do not pay taxes at the entity level (read more on MLP 
taxation). The Alerian MLP Index (AMZ) and Alerian MLP Infrastructure Index (AMZI) offer more generous yields 
than the broader midstream indexes but also have a lower representation of investment-grade companies. 
 
Shifting to a broad equity income index, the S-Network Sector Dividend Dogs Index (SDOGX) offers attractive 
income from quality companies, with investment-grade companies representing over 86% of the index by 
weighting. The starting universe for SDOGX is the S&P 500, and the five stocks with the highest yields in 
ten sectors (real estate is excluded) are selected for inclusion in the index during its annual reconstitution 
in December. Constituents are then equally weighted. At the end of September, SDOGX was yielding 4.32% 
compared to a yield of 1.41% for the S&P 500. Looking at total return through September, SDOGX has returned 
17.85%, outpacing the S&P 500’s total return of 15.92%. 
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https://snetworkglobalindexes.com/indexes/s-network-sector-dividend-dogs-indexes/data/constituentdata/sdogx
https://www.alerian.com/indexes/the-alerian-midstream-energy-dividend-index/
https://insights.alerian.com/mlp-taxation-the-benefits-and-what-you-need-to-know
https://insights.alerian.com/mlp-taxation-the-benefits-and-what-you-need-to-know
https://www.alerian.com/indexes/amz-index/
https://www.alerian.com/indexes/amzi-index/
https://snetworkglobalindexes.com/indexes/s-network-sector-dividend-dogs-indexes/data/constituentdata/sdogx
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Finally, for additional context, the Bloomberg US Corporate High Yield Index (LF98TRUU) was yielding 4.04% at 
the end of September. By definition, securities included in the index cannot be investment grade1. Admittedly, 
comparing bond and equity yields is a bit like comparing apples and oranges given different risk profiles and 
interest payments on bonds taking priority over dividend payments to equity holders. However, it is possible 
to attain more generous equity yields from companies with a higher credit quality relative to accepting a lower 
yield on bonds from companies with lower credit quality.  

AMNA is the underlying index for the ETRACS Alerian Midstream Energy Index ETN (AMNA). AMZI is the 
underlying index for the Alerian MLP ETF (AMLP) and the ETRACS Alerian MLP Infrastructure Index ETN Series B 
(MLPB). AMEI is the underlying index for the Alerian Energy Infrastructure ETF (ENFR). AEDW is the underlying 
index for the Alerian Midstream Energy Dividend UCITS ETF (MMLP) and the ETRACS Alerian Midstream Energy 
High Dividend Index ETN (AMND). SDOGX is the underlying index for the ALPS Sector Dividend Dogs ETF (SDOG). 

Current Yields vs. History

Following significant price improvement year-to-date through September, midstream yields are below 
5-year historical averages but are modestly above the 10-year averages. 

1. Specifically, securities must have a rating of Ba1/BB+/BB+ or lower using the middle of the Moody’s, S&P, and Fitch ratings. 

https://assets.bbhub.io/professional/sites/27/US-Corporate-High-Yield-Index.pdf
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Of the S-Network Sector Dividend Dogs, IDOGX and EDOGX stand out for offering yields above their 5-year 
average. The current yield for SDOGX is just modestly below its 5-year average. 

Multiple screens for dividend durability, including evaluating cash flows, EBITDA, and debt-to-equity ratios, help 
ensure reliable income from the durable dividend indexes. While current yields are below the 5-year average, 
they are well above the S&P 500’s current 1.41% yield.

Though current yields are below historical averages, closed-end funds continue to represent an attractive 
option for enhancing the yield of an income-oriented portfolio.

Related Research:

Midstream/MLP Buyback Update

Natural Gas: Short- and Long-Term Benefits for Midstream

https://insights.alerian.com/midstream/mlp-buyback-update
https://insights.alerian.com/natural-gas-short-and-long-term-benefits-for-midstream
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Underlying Index Associated Product

Midstream/MLPs

Alerian Midstream Energy Index (AMNA) ETRACS Alerian Midstream Energy Index ETN (AMNA)

Alerian MLP Index (AMZ)
JP Morgan Alerian MLP Index ETN (AMJ), ETRACS Alerian MLP 
Index ETN Series B (AMUB), ETRACS Quarterly Pay 1.5X Levered 
Alerian MLP Index ETN (MLPR)

Alerian Midstream Energy Dividend Index (AEDW)
ETRACS Alerian Midstream Energy High Dividend Index ETN 
(AMND), Alerian Midstream Energy Dividend UCITS ETF (MMLP)

Alerian MLP Infrastructure Index (AMZI)
Alerian MLP ETF (AMLP), ETRACS Alerian MLP Infrastructure 
Index ETN Series B (MLPB)

Alerian Midstream Energy Select Index (AMEI) Alerian Energy Infrastructure ETF (ENFR)

Sector Dividend Dogs

S-Network Sector Dividend Dogs Index (SDOGX) ALPS Sector Dividend Dogs ETF (SDOG)

S-Network International Sector Dividend Dogs Index (IDOGX) ALPS International Sector Dividend Dogs ETF (IDOG)

S-Network Emerging Sector Dividend Dogs Index (EDOGX) ALPS Emerging Sector Dividend Dogs ETF (EDOG)

S-Network REIT Dividend Dogs Index (RDOGX) ALPS REIT Dividend Dogs ETF (RDOG)

Closed-End Funds

S-Network Composite Closed-End Fund Index (CEFX)
Invesco CEF Income Composite ETF (PCEF),   ETRACS 1.5X 
Leveraged Closed-End Fund ETN (CEFD)

S-Network Municipal Bond Closed-End Fund Index (CEFMX) VanEck Vectors CEF Municipal Income ETF (XMPT)

https://www.alerian.com/indexes/amna-index/?_ga=2.54704873.399196592.1607958474-976599672.1552483000
https://www.alerian.com/indexes/the-alerian-midstream-energy-dividend-index/
https://www.alerian.com/indexes/amzi-index/
https://www.alerian.com/indexes/amei-index/?_ga=2.78083411.679094775.1614003420-976599672.1552483000
https://snetworkglobalindexes.com/indexes/s-network-sector-dividend-dogs-indexes/data/constituentdata/sdogx
https://snetworkglobalindexes.com/indexes/s-network-sector-dividend-dogs-indexes/data/constituentdata/idogx
https://snetworkglobalindexes.com/indexes/s-network-sector-dividend-dogs-indexes/data/constituentdata/edogx
https://snetworkglobalindexes.com/indexes/s-network-sector-dividend-dogs-indexes/data/constituentdata/rdogx
https://snetworkglobalindexes.com/indexes/s-network-closed-end-fund-indexes/data/constituentdata/cefx
https://snetworkglobalindexes.com/indexes/s-network-closed-end-fund-indexes/data/constituentdata/cefmx
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This Document Is Impersonal and Not a Solicitation. In 
jurisdictions where Alerian, S-Network Global Indexes, or 
their affiliates do not have the necessary licenses, this 
document does not constitute an offering of any security, 
product, or service. Alerian and S-Network Global Indexes 
receive compensation in connection with licensing its 
indices to third parties. All information provided by 
Alerian and S-Network Global Indexes in this document is 
impersonal and not customized to the specific needs of 
any entity, person, or group of persons. Alerian, S-Network 
Global Indexes, and their affiliates do not endorse, manage, 
promote, sell, or sponsor any investment fund or other 
vehicle that is offered by third parties and that seeks to 
provide an investment return linked to or based on the 
returns of any Alerian or S-Network Global Indexes index.

No Advisory Relationship. Alerian and S-Network Global 
Indexes are not investment advisors, and Alerian, S-Network 
Global Indexes, and their affiliates make no representation 
regarding the advisability of investing in any investment 
fund or other vehicle. This document should not be 
construed to provide advice of any kind, including, but not 
limited to, tax and legal.

You Must Make Your Own Investment Decision.  It is not 
possible to invest directly in an index. Index performance 
does not reflect the deduction of any fees or expenses. 
Past performance is not a guarantee of future returns. You 
should not make a decision to invest in any investment 
fund or other vehicle based on the statements set forth in 
this document, and are advised to make an investment in 
any investment fund or other vehicle only after carefully 
evaluating the risks associated with investment in the 
investment fund, as detailed in the offering memorandum 
or similar document prepared by or on behalf of the issuer. 
This document does not contain, and does not purport 
to contain, the level of detail necessary to give sufficient 
basis to an investment decision. The addition, removal, or 
inclusion of a security in any Alerian or S-Network Global 
Indexes index is not a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold 
that security, nor is it investment advice.

No Warranties.  The accuracy and/or completeness of 
any Alerian or S-Network Global Indexes index, any data 
included therein, or any data from which it is based is 
not guaranteed by Alerian or S-Network Global Indexes, 
and it shall have no liability for any errors, omissions, or 
interruptions therein. Alerian and and S-Network Global 
Indexes make no warranties, express or implied, as to 
results to be obtained from use of information provided 
by Alerian and S-Network Global Indexes and used in this 
service, and Alerian and S-Network Global Indexes expressly 
disclaim all warranties of suitability with respect thereto.

Alerian
alerian.com
info@alerian.com | 972.957.7700
3625 N. Hall St., Suite 1200, Dallas, TX 75219

S-Network Global Indexes
snetworkglobalindexes.com
info@snetworkinc.com | 972.957.7700
267 Fifth Avenue, Suite 508, New York, NY, 10016

Limitation of Liability.  While Alerian and S-Network 
Global Indexes believe that the information provided in 
this document is reliable, Alerian and S-Network Global 
Indexes shall not be liable for any claims or losses of any 
nature in connection with the use of the information in 
this document, including but not limited to, lost profits 
or punitive or consequential damages, even if Alerian 
and S-Network Global Indexes have been advised of the 
possibility of same.

Research May Not Be Current. This document has been 
prepared solely for informational purposes based on 
information generally available to the public from sources 
believed to be reliable. Alerian and S-Network Global 
Indexes make no representation as to the accuracy or 
completeness of this document, the content of which 
may change without notice. Alerian and S-Network Global 
Indexes expressly disclaim any obligation to update the 
contents of this document to reflect developments in the 
energy Master Limited Partnership sector. The methodology 
involves rebalancings and maintenance of indices that 
are made periodically throughout the year and may not, 
therefore, reflect real-time information.

Linked Products.  Alerian and S-Network Global Indexes 
licenses its indexes to third parties for the creation of 
investment funds or other vehicles. Alerian and S-Network 
Global Indexes are not responsible for the information on 
these websites or for anything that they provide.

Policies and Procedures.  Analytic services and products 
provided by Alerian and S-Network Global Indexes are 
the result of separate activities designed to preserve the 
independence and objectivity of each analytic process. 
Alerian and S-Network Global Indexes have established 
policies and procedures to maintain the confidentiality 
of material non-public information received during each 
analytic process. Alerian, S-Network Global Indexes, and 
their affiliates provide a wide range of services to, or 
relating to, many organizations, and may receive fees or 
other economic benefits from these organizations.

Copyright. No Unauthorized Redistribution.  Alerian and 
S-Network Global Indexes © 2021. All rights reserved. This 
document, in whole or in part, may not be redistributed, 
reproduced, and/or photocopied without prior written 
permission.

Disclaimers


